English grown timber handrails

an innovative addition to

new or existing bridges and boardwalks

with engraved interpretation,
information, prose or poetry
Above - while being tactile and innovative with carved interpretation, this handrail was designed as a secure barrier for the sides of an aerial walkway.

The natural shape and tactile appeal of these rails draws visitors onto the walkway.

The interpretation and carvings appeal to all groups and visitors to this site.

Below - children’s drawings and poems were carved into the handrail.
Using the natural waney edges of the chestnut this “engineered” walkway was softened.

Each engraved handrail section is hand made to fit the uprights of this bridge.

“Finger Games” teaching ecological concepts were carved into the handrail surface below.

Children, teenagers and adults can be seen playing these games while crossing the walkway.

Pictures drawn and poems written by local children inspired by the site were engraved into the handrail’s surface.